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We present the numerical, theoretical, and experimental study of a terahertz metasurface supporting a pseudo-anapole. Pseudo-anapole effect arises when electric and toroidal dipole moments both tend to a minimum, instead of destructive interference between electric and toroidal dipole moments in conventional anapole mode. Such overlap allows resonance suppression of electric type radiation. Thus, it becomes possible to study the multipoles of other families and higher order excitations. We estimate multipoles contribution to the metasurface response via the multipole expansion method. The series is extended with such terms as mean-square radii and multipoles interference. We also study the metasurface geometrical tunability. Via scaling, we demonstrate that it is possible to control the metasurface toroidal and electric responses independently. This in turn proves the fact that these multipoles have different physical origin. Moreover, we demonstrate that proposed metasurface allows excitation of coherent magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole modes which is crucial for planar cavities and lasing spasers in nanophotonics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials and metasurfaces are generally periodically arranged resonant elements whose properties allow manipulation of electromagnetic waves at subwavelength scale. Thus, exotic phenomena can be demonstrated in metamaterials such as superresolution, excitation of highly confined surface waves, negative refraction, and cloaking [1, 2]. Usually, the electromagnetic response of metamaterials and metasurfaces is determined by the interaction of electric and magnetic multipoles in metamolecules. However, there are several problems in nanophotonics that require the excitation of higher-order multipoles, such as quadrupoles, octopoles, and even multipoles of mean-square radii. High-order multipole resonances feature multilobe radiation patterns with sharp lobes and high Q-factor. Besides, their optical response is caused by strong near fields.

Diffraction theory suggests that scatterers must have dimensions greater than the incoming wavelength and have a complex design for the excitation of higher order multipoles. Hence, practical implementations of such excitation so far consist of several bulk particles coupled to each other by near fields. In these configurations, higher multipoles are masked by stronger dipole moments of electric and magnetic families. Alternatively, higher multipole resonant enhancement is feasible by suppressing the main multipoles while strengthening the desired ones. Thus, Feng et al. [3] proposed the concept of an “ideal magnetic dipole scattering”, whereby a magnetic dipole moment is isolated in a core/shell dielectric nanoparticle due to the suppression of the electric type of scattering, namely to the anapole mode destructive interference of the resonantly enhanced electric and toroidal dipole moments [4]. Moreover, Terekhov et al. demonstrated the excitation of a magnetic octopole in a split dielectric nanocuboid [5]. All-dielectric nanoparticles with voids were used by Zenin et al. to attain nearly pure scattering of higher order multipoles at several wavelengths in infrared region. Namely, spheres with different sizes of the voids were used to show prevailing electric or magnetic octopoles scattering. It was also shown experimentally that disks allow the observation of electric octopole and magnetic hexadecapole scattering, depending on the inner diameter [6].

Here, we introduce an alternative method of enhancing higher order multipoles in a terahertz (THz) metasurface. Our approach is to suppress the electric type radiation by nullifying the electric and toroidal multipoles in the same frequency range. Given its unique planar implementation, our solution holds promise for further implementation as efficient higher multipoles interaction enhancer in microwave, THz and nanophotonic metamaterials and metasurfaces. For instance, a planar toroidal metamaterial with low radiating losses resonances is readily achievable [7, 8]. Such metamaterials possess high Q-factor determined by excitation of toroidal dipole moment, that is a separate element of the multipole decomposition [9, 10].

Toroidal and electric dipoles radiate with identical radiation patterns, while they have different current configurations in their origin [11, 12]. Nevertheless, the Cartesian multipole expansion of poloidal currents flowing along torus meridians demonstrates that radiating intensity of electric dipole moment is zero, though intensity of toroidal moment prevails in the system [13]. Moreover, the identity of the radiation patterns of toroidal and electric dipoles leads to a nonradiating
state, called anapole, which is a result of destructive interference between these dipole moments obeying \( P = -ikT \), condition (where \( P \) is the electric dipole moment, \( T \) is the toroidal dipole, and \( k \) is the wavenumber) [14, 15].

Since pioneering works on anapole excitation by Fedotov et al. [14] and Miroshnichenko et al. [15], research efforts have been geared towards novel contributions of anapole nanophotonics [3, 16–18] and their applications: near fields enhancing, extremely high Q-factor [19], transverse scattering [20], switching [21], multipolar cloaking [22], hybrid anapole excitation [23], anapole lasing [24], thermally tunable anapole switching [21], multipolar cloaking [22], hybrid anapole excitation [23], anapole lasing [24], thermally tunable anapole metasurfaces [25], and higher harmonics generation [20, 26].

II. PSEUDO-ANAPOLE STATE

The anapole state is rather elusive because it is often destroyed by extra-radiated multipoles generated in real nanoparticles [8]. Nevertheless, one can stress that the toroidal dipole moment is the compensating factor of the electric dipole radiation in the anapole. Thus, due to the toroidal moment excitation, one has a chance to suppress the radiation of electric one. Similarly, because of so-called moment of mean-square magnetic radius, it is possible to suppress radiation of the magnetic moment [23, 27–30].

Deep insight into the theory of invisibility provides strong correlation between anapole mode and V-th Devaney-Wolf theorem. According to this theorem, if \( F \) is any vector field that is continuous and has continuous partial derivatives up to the third order and that vanishes at all points outside its finite volume, the condition \( J_{NR} = \frac{1}{4\pi} \vec{e} \left( \nabla \times \nabla \times \vec{F} - k^2 \vec{F} \right) = 0 \) ensures that \( F \) is nonradiating field and source has nonradiating current \( J_{NR} [31] \). The equivalent current \( J_{eq} \) that is generated by the anapole metamolecule must obey the following expression and tends to zero [32]:

\[
J_{eq} = \nabla \times \nabla \times \vec{T} - ikP = 0. \tag{1}
\]

Indeed, this equation is true, when \( P = -ikT \), which is the condition of anapole state. In this case electric dipole moment (or toroidal one, which is the same) in anapole condition satisfies the Eq. 1:

\[
J_{eq} = \nabla \times \nabla \times \vec{T} - ikT \equiv \nabla \times \nabla \times \vec{F} - ikF. \tag{2}
\]

Thus, for a function of \( T \), the physics behind is the same as nonradiating function \( F \) in Devaney-Wolf theorem.

Here, we propose another solution which always satisfies the Eq. (1), the case of \( P = 0 \) and \( T = 0 \). Unlike the reverse condition – maximal \( P \) and \( T \), which leads to maximum value of the equivalent current (super dipole) [33], minimal values of \( P \) and \( T \) also define a non-radiating system with equivalent current tending to zero. We introduce this non-radiating system as pseudo-anapole. In contrary to the conventional anapole, this way we can compensate electric dipole excitation even in non-toroidal planar structures as toroidal moment is expected to be minimum in pseudo-anapole regime. Thus, we can expect electric type radiation to be suppressed to the level of other multipoles leading to excitation of higher order multipoles in the system. We demonstrate this effect in a THz metasurface. Its toroidal and electric responses are significantly suppressed at the resonance frequency so that their far-field intensity tends to zero. Proposed THz metasurface consists of periodically arranged metamolecules, in the shape of the two \( \epsilon \)-shaped voids [19] in the Nb plate (Fig. 1 (a)).

The dimensions of the metamolecules are the following: inner radius is 50 \( \mu \)m, outer radius is 75 \( \mu \)m, central wire width is 6 \( \mu \)m, outer wires are 10 \( \mu \)m wide, the width of the central void strip is 15 \( \mu \)m. We choose these parameters in order to obtain resonance in the THz spectrum below 1 THz.

We simulate the metasurface response with the commercial solver CST Microwave Studio ® using periodical boundary condition. The metasurface is normally excited with \( \vec{E} \)-vector polarized along wires of the metamolecules. On the one hand, such configuration is capable of supporting two loops of currents along the voids (Fig. 1 (c)), resulting in toroidal excitation. On the other hand, due to the vertical wires, the electric dipole is excited in the system.
III. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Sample preparation

The experimental metasurface sample was fabricated by deposition of two 100 nm thick niobium films onto the substrate of monocrystalline silicon (001) (Fig. 1(b)) [34, 35]. Sputter deposition on direct current of a niobium target (99.99% clean) was used for deposition. Vacuum chamber was pumped to a constant pressure below $7.5 \times 10^{-8}$ mbar. During the process of sputtering, argon (99.9995% clean) operating pressure was $5 \times 10^{-3}$ mbar; discharge current was 500 mA; the velocity of niobium sputtering was 0.6 nm/s.

Metasurface geometry profile was obtained by optical photolithography. Mask was developed from photoresist S1813G2. Its exposure was obtained in laser lithographer Heidelberg uPG 501. Niobium was etched in high frequency plasma in Sentech SI 591 Compact plasma etcher. Discharge power was 50 W, plasma was ignited in reactive gases mixture of SF$_6$ and O$_2$ in the ratio of 5:1 and resulting pressure of $9 \times 10^{-2}$ mbar; a built-in laser interferometer controlled the stopping moment of the etching.

B. Experimental setup and measurement

Experimental setup was a home built THz time-domain spectrometer (TDS) pumped with amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system (Coherent Astrella), providing pulses of 40 fs duration at 800 nm wavelength with the repetition rate of 4 kHz. Laser Quantum Tera-SED semiconductor biased large area emitter was used as a THz source, and 1mm thick ZnTe crystal as an electro-optic medium in a balanced detection scheme. The setup was dry-air purged provided broadband operation covering the spectrum between 0.1 and 3.5 THz with signal to noise ratio $\geq 3 \times 10^2$ and amplitude dynamic range of $\geq 10^3$. To get the experimental values of the metasurface transmission, the signal measured through the metasurface on the substrate was normalised to the transmission of the bare high-resistive silicon substrate $S_{\text{th}} = \frac{\text{T}_{\text{sum}}}{\text{T}_{\text{sub}}}$. 

Similarly, in the simulation, transmission of the metasurface was normalised to one of a bare substrate, to match the experimental conditions. To obtain the exact values of the substrate complex dielectric permittivity in the THz range $\varepsilon_1(f) + i \varepsilon_2(f)$, for precise simulation, as this value strongly depends on the dopants concentration, its properties were retrieved as [36]:

$$\varepsilon_1(f) + i \varepsilon_2(f) = (n(f) + ik(f))^2,$$

where

$$\text{Re}(n(f)) = 1 + \frac{c \Delta \phi(f)}{2 \pi f d},$$

and

$$\text{Im}(n(f)) = -\frac{c}{2 \pi f d} \ln \left( \frac{T_{\text{sub}}(f)}{T_{\text{ref}}(f)} \frac{(n(f) - 1)^2}{4 \cdot n(f)} \right).$$

Here, $T_{\text{sub}}$ and $T_{\text{ref}}$ are the complex spectra of the substrate and reference signals, and $d$ is the thickness of the substrate. Retrieved substrate properties are shown in the appendix.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the transmission spectrum, we observe a resonance dip at the frequency of 0.8 THz, matching the experimentally observed one (Fig. 2 (a)). The Q-factor of metasurface response in experimental and theoretical case differ due to several reasons; the main reason is linked to the spectral collapse of the metamolecules coherence [37]. So-called spectral line collapse arises due to reflection of the magnetoinductive waves running across the sample (which manifests itself isolated at 0.72 THz in the D = 900 µm case of Fig. 2 (a)), from the unexcited metamolecules [1]. The use of such collective effect has been widely discussed in the context of laser gaspasers that is planar coherent source of electromagnetic energy [37, 38]. Here, we numerically demonstrate such phenomenon by decreasing the number of illuminated metamolecules varying the incident beam size (Fig. 2 (b)). For this case we use open boundary condition and simulate a truncated array instead of infinite array in the case labelled as plane wave excitation. Q-factor of the transmission resonance depends on the incident beam diameter, and changes from $\sim 10$ for the
beam with 400 μm diameter to ~ 40 for the infinitely large beam (Fig. 2 (b)). Pseudo-anapole at 0.8 THz arises in the array and we have taken into account the interactions between metamolecules in the multipoles interference. Similarly to the lattice anapole effect [39], we can conclude that our effect is also a lattice pseudo-anapole effect. Further spectral broadening might occur due to the fabrication imperfections [40] and non-normal incidence of the tightly focused THz beam in the experiment [41], as outlined in [42] for other quasi-optical metasurfaces.

To further study the reason for the resonance occurrence, we simulate the field and current distributions in the metamolecule at the resonance frequency. The electric field is concentrated more on the periphery of the metamolecule because the electric dipole moments coincide and tend to minimum at 0.8 THz (Fig. 3 (b)). This leads to the pseudo-anapole regime (Fig. 1 (d)), while the magnetic field is found around the side of the array (Fig. 1 (c)) with the strongest magnetic dipole intensity.

Thus, dipole moments are expressed by integrals over particle volume with dipole, magnetic, and electric components:

\[ P_\alpha = \frac{i}{\omega} \int \langle j \rangle_\alpha d^3 r \]

\[ M_\alpha = \frac{1}{2} \int \langle r \times j \rangle_\alpha d^3 r \]

\[ T_\alpha = \frac{1}{10} \int \left[ \langle j \cdot r \rangle r_\alpha - 2r^2 j_\alpha \right] d^3 r, \] (6)

Quadrupole moments are calculated as:

\[ Q_{\alpha\beta}^\alpha = \frac{i}{\omega} \int \left[ r_\alpha j_\beta + r_\beta j_\alpha - \frac{2}{3} \delta_{\alpha\beta} (r \cdot j) \right] d^3 r \]

\[ Q_{\alpha\beta}^m = \frac{1}{3} \int \left[ \langle r \times j \rangle_\alpha r_\beta + \langle r \times j \rangle_\beta r_\alpha \right] d^3 r \]

\[ Q_{\alpha\beta}^T = \frac{1}{42} \int \left[ 4 \langle r \times j \rangle r_\alpha r_\beta + 2 \delta_{\alpha\beta} (j \cdot r)^2 - 5 r^2 (r_\alpha j_\beta + r_\beta j_\alpha) \right] d^3 r \] (7)

and mean square radii can be obtained with:

\[ R_{\alpha\alpha}^\alpha = \frac{i \omega}{20} \int r^2 (r \times j)_\alpha d^3 r \]

\[ R_{\alpha\alpha}^T = \frac{1}{280} \int \left[ 3 \nu^4 j_\alpha - 2 \nu^2 (r \cdot j) r_\alpha \right] d^3 r \]

\[ R_{\alpha\beta}^m = \frac{i \omega}{42} \int \left[ (r \times j)_\alpha r_\beta + (r \times j)_\beta r_\alpha \right] d^3 r, \] (8)

where \( \alpha, \beta = x, y, z. \)

Although radiation intensity of the waves generated by mean square radii multipoles is low, for the correct characterisation of the system, their contributions must be considered. The total field radiated by an infinite metasurface is obtained by summing of contributions from all metamolecules. Due to almost plane wave excitation at normal incidence, all metamolecules oscillate in phase. The total field radiated by the array can be obtained as [39, 43]:

\[ E_s = \frac{1}{\Delta} \int_{\text{Array}} d^2 r E(r), \] (9)

where \( \Delta \) is the unit cell area.

The far-field radiated by multipoles can be written as:

\[ E_s = \frac{\mu_0 c^2}{2\Delta^2} \left[ ik (P_\parallel + ik T_\parallel) + i k^3 R^T \right] \]

\[ + ik \hat{R} \times \left( M_\parallel + ik R^m \right) + k^2 \left( (Q^e + ik Q^T) \cdot \hat{R} \right)_\parallel \]

\[ - \frac{k^2}{2} \hat{R} \times \left( (Q^m + ik R Q^m) \cdot \hat{R} \right)_\parallel e^{-ik \hat{R} \cdot \hat{R} \cdot \Delta} \] (10)

where the subscript \((\ldots)_\parallel\) denotes the projection of the corresponding vector onto the plane of the array and \( \hat{R} \) is the distance from the array to the observer.

The reflected and transmitted fields of metasurface are given by:

\[ E_r = [E_s]_{n=-k} + E_{\text{inc}}, \] (11)

where \( E_{\text{inc}} \) is the incoming field.

The result of the performed multipole expansion is presented in the Fig. 3 near the resonance frequency of 0.8 THz. We note that electric and toroidal moments have the shape of a Fano resonance, accompanied by minima and maxima. We choose metamolecule geometry so that dips of toroidal and electrical dipole moments coincide and tend to minimum at 0.8 THz (Fig. 3 (b)). This leads to the pseudo-anapole regime introduced previously. Thus, the pseudo-anapole mode can play the role of a reducing factor for radiation of the electric type. We note that interference intensity of electric and toroidal dipole moments, as well as mean square radius of the toroidal moment, tends to a minimum (Fig. 4 (b)). However, we stress that interference of magnetic dipole and mean
square radius of magnetic dipole, as well as interference of electric and toroidal quadrupoles determines the response of the metasurface and tends to the maximum (Fig. 4 (a)).

Moreover, the results of multipole expansion demonstrate domination of magnetic dipole which oscillates coherently in all metamolecules. The reason of spectral collapse is attributed to magnetoinductive surface waves. In the case of plane wave or very broad incident beam magnetoinductive waves radiate only in the plane. But in the case of smaller beam diameters, magnetoinductive waves are scattered at non-excited lateral metamolecules resulting in scattering losses and, accordingly, leading to Q-factor suppression (Fig. 2 (b)) [37].

Hereafter, we discuss the evolution of excited multipoles in the system with respect to the metamolecules geometry. To study this dependence, we change the metamolecule proportionally in the vertical direction and increase its vertical size by the factors of 0.7 and 1.3. For smaller scaling factor of 0.7, the metamolecule is compressed and poloidal currents flow in a smaller volume, causing toroidal moment arise at higher frequencies. It is blueshifted from electric dipole moment (Fig. 3 (a)). For the larger value of the scaling factor, 1.3, the minimum of the toroidal moment is redshifted with respect to the minimum of the electric moment (Fig. 3 (c)). This is manifested in the fact that interference between the mentioned dipole moments occurs with lower intensity in the case of oblate metamolecules (Fig. 4 (a)) and with higher intensity in case of prolate ones (Fig. 4 (c)). Thus, via vertical scaling, one can control toroidal and electric responses of the metasurface independently. This ability proves the fact that electric and toroidal multipoles have different nature and can be tuned independently. This outcome addresses a widely discussed and unsettled narrative [17].

Pseudo-anapole is a promising effect for suppressing the electric type radiation. This is primarily relevant for the problems, where it is necessary to extract dipoles of another family, for example, magnetic dipoles, from the spectra, like in magnetic Purcell effect [44]. It can also be applied to the structures with the strong magnetic field localisation as soon as THz inductance formation is based on toroidal re-
FIG. 5. Transmission, absorption and reflection spectra for the geometries of vertical (a) scale 0.7, (b) scale 1 and (c) scale 1.3.

response [3, 21, 45, 46]. Moreover, a magnetic dipole couples to an electric quadruople in a manner similar to induced spectral narrow Kerker lattice effect [47, 48], and this coupling is promising for effects that are enabled by the metasurfaces. All previous demonstrations of the effect were performed in 3D all-dielectric and plasmonic structures. In contrast, our solution is quasi-planar.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have proposed and examined theoretically, numerically and experimentally a THz metasurface with sharp resonance dip in the transmission spectrum. The pronounced dip is mainly defined by higher-order multipoles due to the introduced pseudo-anapole regime. Unlike other cases where the dipole moment is suppressed nonresonantly, as for example in magnetic dipole particles, the pseudo-anapole is a resonant effect. We have shown both numerically and analytically that the resonance at the frequency of ∼ 0.8 THz corresponds to pseudo-anapole regime with resonantly suppressed electric and toroidal dipole moments and illuminated magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole. We have introduced a way to tailor these moments independently, by geometrical scaling. Thus, we introduce a regime in which one can explore multipoles of higher order, e.g., the response of the proposed metasurface is defined by magnetic dipole and electric quadruople moments. For the proposed metasurface, we demonstrated spectral collapse effect, increasing with reduction of the incident beam diameter. We prove that by means of such coherent metasurface we obtained enhanced Q-factor important for such modern applications in metamaterial research and nanophotonics as lasing spasers.
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Appendix: Silicon substrate properties

Complex refractive index and complex permittivity of samples are shown in Fig. 6.

FIG. 6. Retrieved silicon substrate properties in the THz range: (a) complex refractive index, and (b) complex permittivity.